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HoH CALENDAR OF EVENTS
2017
AUGUST
17
Front Row rehearsal with Erin Howden
21
Rehearsal
28
Rehearsal
SEPTEMBER
6
Rehearsal (moved to Wed for Labor Day)
11
Rehearsal
14
Board Meeting
18
Rehearsal
25
Rehearsal
30
Joint Rehearsal in Valdosta, GA
(day trip. No overnight expected)
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DISTRICT AND SOCIETY EVENTS
October 27-29, 2017
2017 Fall Convention

See you there!

ORLANDO AIRPORT MARRIOTT
Register now at
http://sunshinedistrict.org/events/

OCTOBER
2
Rehearsal
9
Rehearsal
12
Board Meeting
16
Rehearsal
23
Rehearsal
26
Joint Rehearsal at Orlando Marriott
27-29 SUN Dist. Fall Convention/Orlando (Int'l prelims)
30
Rehearsal
NOVEMBER
4
Toast of Tampa SRO 17 (see page 5)
6
Rehearsal
9
Board Meeting
12
Performance at St. Paul UMC
13
Rehearsal
20
Rehearsal
27
Rehearsal
DECEMBER
4
Rehearsal
9
Christmas Shows - USF
10
Christmas Show - Palladium
AND BEYOND....
January 6 - Joint Rehearsal in Valdosta, GA (day trip. No
overnight expected)
February 24 - Joint Rehearsal in Valdosta, GA (day trip. No
overnight expected)
May 5 - Joint Rehearsal in Valdosta, GA (day trip. No
overnight expected)
June 8-10 - Joint Retreat prior to Orlando (presuming
qualification). Site being determined.

January 16-21, 2018
For more info click here or visit
http://www.barbershop.org/orangecounty/

Orlando
International
July 1-8, 2018

Watch for more info at
www.barbershop.org
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From the President
by Dave Roberts, Tenor

Looking back, I wrote the following
in the January, 2015, newsletter:
"As president, I take the opportunity
to think about strategy which includes
developing long-range plans for 2016
and beyond. Up until this year, my
ultimate plan had been toward 2018 and the International
Contest in Orlando. During our break in December, I spent
three weeks totally focused on strategy; and during that
period, my Chapter strategic focus changed.”
"I know what I am about to discuss must be very obvious
to you, but to me, it was an epiphany (big word). Our success
will come from continuously improving our performance.
This is ultimately what we do, we perform. This is how we
gain patrons to purchase tickets, gain singers who like what
we do, and gain approval from our peers showing that we
truly give excellent performances. In other words, our 2014
outstanding annual and Christmas shows and our District
and Fall Preliminary Championships were all by-products of
our overall performance improvements which make up our
musical product.”
Today, looking back on those statements, it seems two
things were introduced. We developed plans for 2015, and
for 2016 through 2018. Were there details in the 2016
through 2018 plans? Nope, just statements and dreams
toward a contest performance in Orlando in 2018, and
now we have detailed Orlando plans. The second thought
was that of "continuous improvement.” Our mission of
continuous improvement in everything we do, which
includes our music, our membership, and money (the four
M's), has slowly become ingrained in our overall Heralds
culture. Every performance, every guest night and other
membership drives, and all the ideas that increase our
revenue (tickets/patron growth, outside performances,
grants, and “Friends of the Heralds” Program) have become
the focus for improvement in how we run the Heralds
business of Barbershop.
Our Chapter is 72 years old. So what is the strategy for
getting our Chapter to its 80th birthday — or maybe a
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strategy to 2022? We know that in 2019, the International
Barbershop Convention will be in Salt Lake City, and in
2020, in Los Angeles. The location has not been announced
for 2021 and 2022.
How do we decide just what we want to do in our
strategy? Obviously, Tony is one of the big drivers in this
process as he and his team will provide major input. I will
manage the process which will include the folks in “Music,
Membership, and Money." Once a strategy is suggested, it
will go to the Board for their input and approval, and then
to the Chapter for final approval. This process doesn’t have
to be rushed as there is no deadline set just yet and will,
hopefully, yield many ideas for the future.
Enough on strategy.
About six and a half years ago, when the Clapp/Roberts
family was returning from rehearsal and discussing Brad
Grabill’s resignation as editor of the Heralds newsletter,
Larry Clapp and I were wondering who would pick up this
responsibility when this little voice from the back seat said,
“I’ll do it,” and, with that, Roxanne became our newsletter
editor. And we all know we have had outstanding
newsletters with Roxanne at the helm. However, all good
things have an end with her announcement that she is
stepping down.
I don’t know how many times I have been told by our
patrons and Alumni that when the newsletter is available,
they read it cover-to-cover, and this is to Roxanne’s credit
for her highly professional work. The newsletter, along with
all the show programs, Valentine’s Day and guest night
posters/flyers, website support, have defined the Heralds
‘brand’ as one of high quality and always very professional.
Roxanne, we are indebted to you. Thank you.
However, we are still blessed as Dave Cross has
stepped up to be our new editor and will continue the high
standards of the Heralds newsletters. Thank you Dave.
So much to do, but so much fun.
Thanks, Dave

Continued on bottom of next page...
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District Convention information
Our practice schedule in Orlando will be as
follows. All practice sessions will be held in the
Capri Room at the Orlando Airport Marriott:

EARLY BIRD PRICING RUNS THROUGH 10/6/2017
and EXPIRES at 12:01 a.m. EST on 10/7/2017.

Thursday, October 26: 7 - 10 p.m. Orlando Marriott,
Capri Room.
Friday, October 27: 30 minutes following the close
of the Friday night contest and show. Orlando
Marriott, Capri Room.
Saturday, October 28: TBA depending on draw; but
do expect a two-hour rehearsal. Orlando Marriott,
Capri Room.
Convention registration and hotel reservations
are now available to you on the Sunshine
District website. https://www.sunshinedistrict.
org/
The links and instructions for both event and hotel
can be found on the front page of this website.
You are now urged to lock in these reservations as
soon as possible.
Convention registration: All competitors will be
required to obtain an ALL EVENTS registration
ticket.

Hotel Reservations, at the convention
headquarters hotel, should be made at the Orlando
Airport Marriott here through that same website.
There are two separate buttons for requesting hotel
rooms: With or without breakfast. Scroll down the
Sunshine District home page until you find these
two buttons. It’s your option on which plan to
reserve.
You can order NO BREAKFAST hotel room tickets at
a cost of $109 per night, or BREAKFAST INCLUDED
(for 2) at a cost of $129 per night.
Parking charges at the hotel are waived for guests
during the Convention.
If you have any questions, please contact Charlie
Nelson, ccnandlfn@gmail.com. Thanks to Chuck
Steiner (HOH Chorus Manager and District President)
for making these arrangements! Kudos also to Nick
Schwob, District Events VP and a member of the
Heralds, for doing the leg work to make this happen.

REGISTER NOW!
From the President, Continued
2017
Oct 28

Nov 12
Dec 9
Dec 10
2018
Jan
Mar 9-11

— Fall Convention
(prelims for Orlando 2018)
— St. Paul UMC
— Christmas Shows - USF
— Christmas Show - Palladium

— Installation Banquet
—Spring Convention
(trophy sing off)
Jun
— Encore '18
Jul 1-8
— International Convention - Orlando
Oct 26-29 — Fall Convention - Orlando
Dec
— Christmas Shows

October 27-29, 2017
2017 Fall Convention

EARLY BIRD PRICING EXPIRES at
12:01a.m. EST on 10/7/2017
www.sunshinedistrict.org/event-tickets/
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What's Right with Tampa Bay
Wednesday, August 1, 2017, Tampa, FL — Fox 13's “What’s right with Tampa Bay” segment featured the
Heralds of Harmony. Reporter/cameraman, Bryan Gray, visited rehearsal July 24. See the segment on Fox
13's website at http://www.fox13news.com/news/whats-right or click here.

...Congratulations!

Outstanding
,
you guys sound great!
~Rich Carlson

Hope to hear you all
again, very enjoyable.
Is that young boy still in
the front row? If he is, he
has certainly changed!
~Jane Ruth

BRAVO, BRAVO, BRAVO
.........I love it!!!!!!!

~Harland Ragle

Congratulations to ALL the Heralds of Harmony! How
grand that you did so well at the Convention.
I still remember bringing some of the Haley Veterans to
a show you did a few years ago. They loved it!! Another
reminder of how fast the years are going by?? The really
young boy (I think he was the
director's son??) is now so grown
up!!

it's harmony.

..

beautiful harmony

~Kelly Ring, Fox 13 News

Thanks for sending this along
to me. A delight to watch (and
hear)!!
Best to all you Heralds of
Harmony!
~Midge Glazer

Great feature package on FOX
13 & congratulations on your
performance in Vegas!
Certainly looking forward to
singing with the Heralds of
Harmony in Orlando!
~Craig Corbin

Thanks for sharing this link with
your AVP brothers. You guys did an
awesome job in Vegas. I'm looking
forward to creating some wonderful
barbershop artistry with you in the
near future.
~Sing-cerely, Paul Schultz

The Tampa HERALD
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FLASHBACK
Recently, Mike Handley, HoH Alumnus, ran across some
video of a full show rehearsal from 1992. He posted the
first two songs to YouTube. He is in black in the 2nd row.
1992 is the year the Heralds had a motorcycle on stage.
Anyone remember that?
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Barbershopper
of the Month

May 2017
Frank Bovino

Special Board Recognition

Have Your Cake & Eat It Too
Cake was served to celebrate Vegas successes of the
Chorus and Tony’s Gold Medal win with Main Street. Kim
Cragg did the honors of cutting/serving. The cake was
devoured so quickly, we have no photo to share :)

Frank Bovino and President Dave Roberts as Frank is
presented the "Barbershopper of the Month" award. Photo by
Chuck Steiner.
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REHEARSAL NOTES
HoH Members, watch your inbox for more
timely delivery of these rehearsal notes. Here
they are if you missed them, or for the curious
among us.
(Unedited)
by Tony De Rosa, Director, &
Performance, Baritone

Charlie Nelson, VP Music &

Rehearsal Notes - July 24, 2017
It was great to be back on the risers! What a fantastic night for
celebration and singing! We celebrated our successes as well as the
success of our GOLD MEDAL winning Director!
Vegas Contest Set video: For the first 30 minutes, we were visited
by Fox 13, reporter/cameraman, Bryan Gray, who filmed a piece for
the Wednesday night (8/1/17) news segment -- “What’s Right with
Tampa Bay.” What a fun way to come back from Vegas. Enjoy the
video! Some excellent singing going on in this segment!
The Basics: Just as a reminder to everyone: stay in our basic, HOH
vocal production position, only ALWAYS, unless Tony asks you to
come out of it. What does that mean? (Honestly, you do this so well
more and more of the time without being asked! But, let’s strive
for complete Unity and Consistency on these basic, building block
elements.)

Examples:
• Watch the rhythm in measure 32...”leather is tough.” Bah
ba do bah.
• Measure 33. Bah ba do ba do ba. “Hannah’s heart is tougher.
• Watch the rhythmic pattern in 36. “Tease um” The Z of
“tease” is on beat two, which is opposite of the way you
want to sing it most of the time (where you want to push
that second note. Resist that.)
• Breath Points:
• No breath between 27 and 28.
• No breath going into 34 for anyone
• Basses NO breath (even though it’s written) in measure 29.
“vamp of Savannah the meanest”
• Measures 36-37. Put an “eh” sound in the “um’s”. No UHs.
Hard-Hearted Hannah 2
• Rhythmic issues:
• Compare the Rhythms (“vamp of Sa-van-nah G A”) in
measure 45 to the same passage in 49 - 50. They are
different. Important to be correct.
• Breaths:

• Air Driven sound

• Basses important to take that breath in measure 46 before
coming back in with repeat of “Sa-van-nah G A”

• Resonant, tall Space, singing above the molars

• Measure 43, no breath before “she’s"

• Forward singing
• Relaxed voice box (no tension)
• Don’t drop the jaw...always lift to space
• Engaged physically ALWAYS
OK, on to Hard-Hearted Hannah -- our new contest up tune.
We really need ALL members to be fully qualified on this song by
August 14. As we explained last night, the front row will work with
Erin Howden on August 17 to put a choreo package in place for Fall
contest, and we will start teaching choreo on the following Monday,
August 21. (As a side note, our Atlanta brothers have Time After
Time, and are working to put that in place as our contest Ballad for
the fall.)
STEP 1: For Review: I’d recommend you watch Hard-Hearted
Hannah 2, from 25:10 to the end of the video. This is a complete run
through, at the end of rehearsal on measures 27 - 50 (downbeat).
Start there to fix the probable interpretation in mind in terms of
speed and rhythm. You’ll note that the Tempo of this section likely
will be more relaxed than on the learning tape. Then go back and
listen to the technical coaching Tony provided. Key notes in each
video are reproduced here:
Hard-Hearted Hannah 1: (Reminder: not all points are covered
in these notes. PLEASE review the videos for a fuller coaching
reminders as well as part specific coaching! This is important!)
• Clarity of rhythms will be critically important in this song.

• On the swipe for top 3 parts in 46-47 make sure you are rolling
forward with that swipe. Tenors and leads need to be equal
balance on the swipe.
• Measures 38 - 41...we will need to work hard to keep this lower
in the register section in the same vocal production area. Needs
to remain brilliant despite being in a lower register. STAY ABOVE
THE MOLARS and keep the voice box down...fed with warm air
Great work, fellas on a brand new song! Keep an eye on the very
important Q date (August 14). For next week, we will emphasize
the opening (measures 1 - 26) and the tag (measures 94 to the end.)
Section leaders should come well versed in the points coached in
measures 27 - 50 for Sectional work on that section.
Upcoming Dates
• August 14 Q Date for HHH
• August 17 Front Row rehearsal with Erin Howden
• September 30 - Joint Rehearsal in Valdosta, GA (day trip. No
overnight expected)
• October 26 LIKELY Joint Rehearsal at Orlando Marriott.
Decision due this week
• October 28 - International Prelim Contest at Orlando Marriott
• January 6 Joint Rehearsal in Valdosta, GA (day trip. No
overnight expected)
• February 24 - Joint Rehearsal in Valdosta, GA (day trip. No
overnight expected)
• May 5 Joint Rehearsal in Valdosta, GA (day trip. No
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Rehearsal Notes, con't.
overnight expected)
• June 8-10 Joint Retreat prior to Orlando (presuming
qualification). Site being determined.

Rehearsal Notes - August 1, 2017
It was GREAT seeing so many guests on the risers. Plus I’m pleased
to report that BOTH Steve Polk (Bari) and Donell Torres (Bass) passed
their auditions! Fantastic, guys! Everyone is working very hard...and
it shows!
CIC Thought for the week (Continual Improvement, Unity,
Consistency = CIC):
• In our learning environment, there is now a “heightened
expectation that you will START better than you were last week.”
We spent a lot of time on Hard-Hearted Hannah this week moving
along to our Q date of August 14 (two weeks to go!).
Warm-ups
There are many “UH” traps in our new up-tune, where there is a
natural tendency to drop the jaw and allow that "UH" vowel to drag
down the vocal production. (ex: Hannah/Savannah; tough/tougher;
tease ‘um/thrill ‘um...and many more.) It is very important that we
don’t let that vowel sound win: Strive more for an “EH” sound rather
than a "UH". The technic to employ involves, NOT dropping the
lower jaw as much. Keep this sound ABOVE the top molars instead of
from the bottom molars down. Keep that sound right in front of you.
Hard-Hearted Hannah 1 (Measures 27 - 50)
• Musicality
• There are many opportunities to tell the story better.
• One example, of many, is the transition from 27 - 28:
"they call her/hard hearted Hannah...” Drive through
the bar line to launch into the word “Hard”. Make that
transition to ‘Hard” as interesting as possible.
• Another example is in 37 (“Tease ‘um and thrill ‘um...
torture and kill ‘um”). Use upward motion and lift
into the downbeat of the new thought when you
say “torture and kill em”. Look for those opportunities
where you can curl into those new thoughts to add
musical interest.
• Take a look at the slides for the top three parts in measures 4647. These are all BIG downbeat hits. Slide has to happen before
downbeat. Be there ON the downbeat.
• This is a little geeky, but it’s important that you be aware of
where you are in the chord stack. For example, look at Measures
40-42: “I saw here at the seashore with a great big pan”
• In 40, Leads are in the third position of the stack (under
both tenors and baritones) AND low in their register. So
as not to lose the melody, the Tenors and Baritones MUST
soften up on those quarter notes in 40 to allow the leads

to be heard.
• Then, Tenors come back to normal volume in 41,
where you are start switching places with the Leads
• Baritones come back in 42, where Bari’s are on the 5th
of the chord, third in the stack and under the Leads.
• Measure 48 - Full quarter rest for everyone really does mean
“stop singing.” You don’t have to be creative there.
Hard-Hearted Hannah 2 (measures 1 - 26)
• Interpretation:
• Ladies fall” in measure 6 - No actual fall in sound there. You
can release the sound away, but don’t actually fall on the
note.
• We will definitely pull on the word “cruel” in 14. Write in a
“Bird’s Eye on the chart to remind yourself.
• Big pull on the word “a” before “fool” in measure 15
• Big pull on the word “me” in measure 19 before the word
“wild” in 20.
• Opening “OH"...might be 4 beats, but might not. So don’t get in
the habit of counting that out.
• On that opening “Oh” ...use lots of space, drop the voice box
and sing it forward.
• Go ahead and say the “Woah’s” on the note changes in 16-17. It
will help you be more precise.
• Musicality
• On the word “Style” in measure 9: stay in tempo but be
more stylistic when ending that word.
• “North and South an’ here and there” in measures 4-5. Each
of those has a bit of a different texture. Will likely be a
choreo “thing” to help emphasize that.
• Take a look at measures 13 -15, from “time of day, treats me
cruel, and I’m a fool”. Each of these needs to be a different
texture. This is a list of three issues, and each needs their
spot.
Time After Time
• Sometimes at opening in an attempt to be easy with the
message, it sounds a little fragile. Open up and support. Can’t
let volume dictate the sound.
Hard-Hearted Hannah Tag (94 - End)
• NO breath after the word ‘mine’ in measure 101
• Rhythm in 94 is straight eighth notes, not syncopated in any
way. Sing it in a way that you don’t drop the jaw!
• Really pop the rhythms with “meanest child” in 97 and “hear me
say” in 99.

The Tampa HERALD
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Next week we will work on 51-89, so please work hard on this section
in preparation, and go back over what we’ve done to date. We will
also work on a couple of Christmas tunes, and possible additional
rep tunes as we prep for future shows. Great work, fellas! Keep the
momentum going! Here are the Christmas songs planned for next
week:
• Snow

August 2017

• In measure give full value on the word “I”: Sing through the I.
• In measure 9: Give full value to the word “Style”...then there is a
push beat on the following word: “but” preceded by a quarter
note rest.
• Measures 46-47. Swipes land on the downbeats.
• Basses are doing a very good job on lower notes. But still times
where we can do a better job of staying in the same vocal
production.

• Away in a Manger
• Mary, Did You Know

Rehearsal Notes - August 7, 2017
Although attendance was a little light tonight, we had 6 guests on
the risers! Two of those have now been invited to audition. The
other 4 were first time guests. Don’t forget: next Monday is a guest
night. Wear your black HOH shirts!
Last night was a super “workingman’s” rehearsal with lots of intense
work on HHH, and two very productive sectionals to prepare for our
Q Date of August 14. Thanks to Dave Mills for filling in. I’ll bet he’s
the only guy on the risers, last night, that sang three parts! Thank
you, Dave!
Your CIC thought for the week: (CIC = Continuous Improvement,
Unity, Consistency!):
“We have a very, very high default vocal production and a great work
ethic to learn music quickly.” Drew Kirkman
• Just how consistent and unified can we be to shorten the
time needed to be consistently unified when it comes to
vocal production? Always be aware of HOH vocal production
techniques. Though we respond immediately when asked to
do so, you’ll recall that Drew had to remind us several times
to maintain our, required HOH sound. We need to continue
working to own this ALL the time. Let’s let our Director’s start
working on something else.
A few reminders in HHH2:
• Don’t forget the NO FALL on LADIES FALL in measure
6.

Get Your HoH Gear Here!

HoH Logo Gear

• In general, we have a habit to break: There are too many
instances where we are NOT singing to the end of phrases. A
couple of examples: Measure 32: “Leather is “tough.” Measure
37:“torture and Kill ‘um.” Sing all the way to end of the value
and don’t cut them off. This happens most frequently going
into a rest..
• Remember those MANY “uh” sounds. Watch the uh, which drag
your production down. The sound should be more of the “eh”
sound, keeping it above the molars.
• There is a very specific breathing pattern for everyone in 51 - 57.
There are two main breaths for everyone in measures 53 and
57.
HHH4 (Ending of the song. Measure 74 to end))
• Baritones, stay in high level production at end of song. Sounds
like you are adjusting from a low, lower jaw production to a
high level, above the molar, production at the very end. Keep
it forward.
• Leads...See measure 85: this is not a jump beat and thus far we
haven’t been asked to make it a jump beat. It’s very square on
beat 4, preceded by a full quarter rest.
Important: The qualification date for HHH is next Monday, Aug
14.
For next week: We will do intensive work on Hard Hearted
Hannah, along with Time After Time. We will likely repeat
the Christmas material we worked on this week: Snow,
Away in a Manger and Mary, Did You Know.

And get other Barbershop
merchandise at

http://shop.barbershop.org
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THE TAMPA

Hello Heralds! This is YOUR newsletter and
vehicle for sharing information, stories,
and news about the Chapter, Chorus,
quartets, and the people in them. To
make it interesting and a fun read, I
encourage you to provide articles for
publication, photos of quartets in action,
our members, Chorus on the risers...
anything that you find interesting and
would like to see in the newsletter to
share with others. — The Editor
____________
Always seeking
information for the next exciting edition!
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New Word Usages
As seen in the Troubadour, Knights of Harmony of the Illinois District

ARBITRATOR
A cook that leaves Arby's to work at
McDonalds.
HEROES
What a man in a boat does.
PARASITES
What you see from The Eiffel Tower.
RUBBERNECK
What you do to relax your wife.

• Current Events Info
• Society News
• District News
• Photographs
• Chapter Quartet Info and Stories
• HoH Family News of Interest
• Fun Stuff: Pics, puzzles, riddles

Send these things
to the Editor!
Dave Cross
dcross@dcross.com
____________

PUN OF THE MONTH
A chicken crossing the road
is poultry in motion.

Have a Great Month!

Deadline for the next
Herald is September 10.
Thank you to those who
contributed to this edition of
The Herald.

Send your photos, stories, and
updates to the Editor, Dave Cross, at
dcross@dcross.com

The Tampa HERALD
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Angel Notes
UPCOMING ANNIVERSARIES
8/21 Beverly/Russ Powell
8/29 Kristi/Shane Scott
8/30 Vicky/Lynn Hineman
8/30 Tatiana/Alex Boltenko
9/14 Linda/Dave Mills
9/14 Cindy/Charlie Barbarisi

UPCOMING ANGEL BIRTHDAYS
8/18 Shannon Czwalga
8/23 Beverly Powell
8/23 Kasey Wunderlin
9/5
Trudy Doramus
9/7
Janis Morrissey/Rolston

Gold Medal Moments:
Myron Whittlesey

Main Street.

Kaye McCarthy,
so glad you are
feeling better after
your heart attack.
Prayers for Diane
Wunderlin who is
on the mend after
back surgery.
Continued prayers
for Meaghan
Kuen and family
as she recovers
from her stroke.
LISTEN HERE:

http://goldmedalmoments.com/
gold-medal-moments-040-myronwhittlesey/

On the latest episode of Gold Medal Moments, newly-minted champ Myron
Whittlesey joined Toby Shaver to share his barbershop story. They talk about his
early experiences in vocal music, his “day job” as
a member of the famous Dapper Dans of Walt
Disney World, and his gold medal journey with

A pocket watch... it has been a common costume accessory for Main
Street since our inception as a quartet. This picture shows both sides of the
pocket watch that Main Street wore for the finals set in Las Vegas. ... Now,
having the unbelievable and humbling honor to be your international
quartet champions, these particular watches are no longer and will never
just be a costume accessory... rather they will always symbolize one of
the very greatest, most special moments in all of our lives. (Read more on
Myron's Facebook page.)

The Tampa HERALD
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QUARTET NEWS
Don Long Still
Bringing Barbershop
to Others
On July 21, 2017, long-time member of
the Heralds, Don Long, was visited by a
quartet made up of Ralph Brown, Steve
Matheson, Mark Tuttle and Russ Powell
that performed a
30-minute show
for the 60 residents
and families at the
Superior Residence of
Brandon where Don
resides. With Don are
his wife, Dana, and
Bob Lang, another
long-time member of
the Heralds.
Don was VP and
Treasurer of the Heralds
and the Sunshine
District for many years
and was inducted into
the Sunshine District
Hall of Fame in 2007.

EVERYONE IN HARMONY
The journey of a thousand miles begins with the first step, and we want you
on the journey with us! The vision is just the first piece to come out of our
Strategic Planning Process — the implementation will continue over the
next 5-10 years. For now, nothing changes in how we make music together
today; rather, the vision provides new clarity on where we want to go in
the future. The Barbershp Harmony Society Board, leadership and staff
will next develop plans for bringing these strategies to life. Look for more
information at upcoming District and Society Conventions. www.barbershop.
org The most up-to-date information on the Strategic Planning Process,
including FAQs about what this means for you, is available at barbershop.org/
everyoneinharmony. Email strategy@barbershop.org for specific questions or
feedback.

Ralph Brown, Steve
Matheson, Bob
Lang, Mark Tuttle,
Russ Powell, Dana
Long and Don Long

EVERYONE
IN
HARMONY
A BOLD VISION FOR A BRIGHT FUTURE

The Tampa HERALD
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CHAPTER QUARTETS
(shown alphabetically)

Back Street 4

Easy Street

Aaron Stratton
Joseph De Rosa
Brock Stratton
Tony De Rosa
Contact: Tony De Rosa
advocals@me.com

The Flexible Four

Chuck Steiner, Ralph Brown, Steve
Matheson, and Russ Powell
Contact: Steve Matheson
(813) 963-3517 (H)
(813) 254-9115 (W)
http://flexiblefour.com

SongDaddy

Marty Port – Baritone
Chris Barthauer – Bass
Steve Cragg – Lead
Russ Powell – Tenor
Contact: http://songdaddy.weebly.com

Paul Carter - Tenor
Dave Cross - Lead
Bryan Hevel - Bass
Charlie Nelson - Baritone

KickStart Quartet
Nicholas Folkes - Tenor
Christian Espinoza - Lead
Jonathan Meadows - Bass
Chris Kline - Baritone

Main Street

Mike McGee
Myron Whittlesey
Tony De Rosa
Roger Ross
Contact: Mike McGee the5thwhl@gmail.com
www.MainStreetQT.com

You Bet!

Bryce Cline
Danny Wunderlin
Mike Cross
Matt Crisostomo

To have your Chapter quartet and photo appear here, send your information to Dave Cross, dcross@dcross.com.
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Upcoming Birthdays

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MEETINGS
The next Board Meeting will be held
September 14, 2017, at 7 p.m.
The previous Board Meeting was held
August 10, 2017, at 7 p.m.
______________

John Santamaria . . . . . . . August 16
Randy Norvell .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . August 16
Steve Loftis .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  August 24
Chris Kline .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  August 25
Dean Sellers  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . August 26
Ray Scalise  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . August 27
Arne Helbig .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  August 29
Paul Carter .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . August 30
Casey Jones .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  September 1
Shane Scott .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  September 7
Steve Matheson .  .  .  .  .  September 8
Stephen Goldman . . . September 12
Andrew Schrader  .  .  .  . September 15
Louis Richardson  .  .  .  . September 15

Minutes to Board Meetings are available to all
members on the ‘Members Section’
of the website.
Board Meetings are typically held online and open
to all members. If you are interested in attending,
you can obtain the link and sign-in information
from Dave Roberts: daver1103@aol.com

Birthday information provided by
Ralph Brown, Secretary – rbbrown@tampabay.rr.com

The Heralds of Harmony
is a non-profit 501 (c) (3) corporation
and receives regular public funding through grants from
The Florida Division of Cultural Affairs, The Arts Council of
Hillsborough County, and Walmart; as well as employee
matching programs at Verizon and Honeywell, and is
sponsored in part by the State of Florida, Department of
State, Division of Cultural Affairs and the Florida Council on
Arts and Culture.

Sponsored in part by
the State of Florida,
Department of State,
Division of Cultural
Affairs and the Florida
Council on Arts and
Culture.

The Tampa HERALD
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FRIENDS OF THE HERALDS

“Friends of the Heralds” (FOH) is a fundraising program that is an important part of the
Heralds yearly operating budget. Our mission
is to preserve and further develop a cappella
singing through musical excellence. FOH was
established to help sustain Heralds of Harmony
financial needs as we increase the number of
singers on the risers and continue to improve
our musical performance.

We are a non-profit organization supported
by our performance ticket sales, dues and
grants. Under the direction of Tony De Rosa,
we will continue to offer the best musical and
entertainment experience for our audience. In
2015, we placed in the top ten worldwide at
the International Chorus Competition of the
Barbershop Harmony Society. In 2017, the
Chorus reached their highest score ever at the
International level in Las Vegas.
The Heralds are poised to continue this
significant growth and progression. FOH
allows members, Alumni, as well as our
friends, family and barbershop fans, to assist
us on our musical journey and support our
financial needs. If you would like to help in our
endeavor with a tax-deductible contribution,
please fill out a card available in our lobby and
give to any Herald or volunteer, or contact
Dave Roberts at daver1103@aol.com, 813546-8953 or Marty Port at martinport519@
gmail.com, 813-748-4554.
We wish to thank the donors listed on this
page for their generous contributions in
2016 & 2017.

If you wish to write a check, please send
to: Heralds of Harmony; Treasurer - Bill
Glasgow; P. O. Box 274076; Tampa, Florida
33688-4076.
Marty Port
Chairman, Friends of the Heralds

August 2017

PRESIDENTIAL
$1,000 and up
Charlie & Cindy Barbarisi
Roxanne & Larry Clapp
Tony & Jodi De Rosa
Terry L. & Emily K. Garvin
Dick & Susan Murbach
Bill & Linda Phipps

Marty & Barbara Port
David & Dianne Roberts
Howland ‘Howdy’ Russell
John & Kimberly Santamaria
Mike Sobolewski
Paul & Jennifer Stiles

PLATINUM
$500 to $999

Ralph & Chris Brown
Bill & Carolyn Glasgow
GOLD
$250 to $499

Wayne & Celeste Brozovich
Stephen Janes
Bob & Jane Lang
Ray & Pam Scalise

Lightning Foundation
Robert Tucker & Minglan Zhang
Mark & Karen Tuttle
Louis & Carol Wurmnest

SILVER
$100 to $249
Alex & Tatiana Boltenko Steve & Sheri Matheson
Douglas McDonald
Dan & Marcia Deignan
Joe Kane
Robert & Shauvon Powell
Peter Forrett
Edgar Kendig
Jane Reichert
William & Tamuel Fowler Lee & Patti Lawrence
Bill Weatherford
BRONZE
up to $99

Anonymous
Al & Julie Kelly
Don & Dana Long
James & Carol Colvin
Ms. Kelly Kelly
Bob & Sherry Markee
Linda (Sperry) A.
David & Nanci Larson
Flora D. McClain
Curry
Samuel Port

WHAT HA PPENS NE X T ?

The Tampa HERALD

The journey of a thousand miles begins with the first step,

The most up-to-date information on the Strategic

and we want you on the journey with us! The vision is

Planning process, including FAQs about what

just the first piece to come out of our Strategic Planning

this means for you, is available at

process — the implementation will continue over the

barbershop.org/everyoneinharmony.
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next 5-10 years. For now, nothing changes in how we
make music together today; rather, the Vision provides

Email strategy@barbershop.org for specific questions

new clarity on where we want to go in the future. The

or feedback

August 2017

Society Board, leadership and staff will next develop
plans for bringing these strategies to life. Look for more
information at upcoming District and Society Conventions.

Tampa Chapter 2017 Officers
and Board of Directors

PRESIDENT
Dave Roberts
daver1103@aol.com
IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT
John Santamaria
john@thesantamariafamily.com
TREASURER
Bill Glasgow
billg@tampabay.rr.com
SECRETARY
Ralph Brown
rbbrown@tampabay.rr.com
VICE PRESIDENT - MUSIC & PERFORMANCE
Charlie Nelson
ccnandlfn@gmail.com

www.barbershop.org

T WIT TER

FAC E B O O K

@barbershopnews

@barbershopharmonysociety

#everyoneinharmony

SECTION LEADERS & GO-TO GUYS
Tenor Section Leader:
Lead Section Leaders:
Baritone Section Leaders:
Bass Section Leader:

Matt Crisostomo musicbringslife2013@outlook.com
Andy Schrader
andrew@schradermusic.com
Christian Espinoza christian.espinoza84@gmail.com
Alex Kuen
alexander.kuen@gmail.com
Charlie Nelson
ccnandlfn@gmail.com
Bryce Cline
brycecline11@gmail.com
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com
Chuck Steiner
AL13champs@aol.com
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com
Ralph Brown
rbbrown@tampabay.rr.com
Drew Kirkman, Dave Cross, Danny Wunderlin, Paul Stiles

VICE PRESIDENT - EVENTS & CHORUS MANAGER
Chuck Steiner, III
AL13champs@aol.com

Administrative Contact:
Visual Team Leader:
Visual Team Assistants:

VICE PRESIDENT - CHAPTER DEVELOPMENT
Mike Cross
mike@dcross.com

Need HoH information or assistance re:
Rehearsal Videos:
Danny Wunderlin dwunderlin88@gmail.com
727-459-8245
Music Librarian & FINALE Music Software:
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com
727-505-2095
Uniform Coordinator:
Matt Crisostomo musicbringslife2013@outlook.com 727-259-3058
Website Content:
Dave Roberts
daver1103@aol.com
813-546-8953
E-Newsletter Editor:
Roxanne Clapp (outgoing) / Dave Cross (incoming) dcross@dcross.com
		
P. O. Box 274076; Tampa, Florida 33688-4076

VICE PRESIDENT - MARKETING & PR
Steve Matheson
smatheson@bkwmc.com
VICE PRESIDENT - FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Paul Stiles
paulstiles@verizon.net
BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘16)
Dave Cross
dcross@dcross.com

HELPFUL LINKS...
Heralds of Harmony (HoH) • www.heraldsofharmony.org

BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘17)
Danny Wunderlin
dwunderlin88@gmail.com

Heralds of Harmony on Facebook • Heralds of Harmony

BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘18)
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com

Sunshine District (& Sunburst) • www.sunshinedistrict.org

MUSIC DIRECTOR
Tony De Rosa
advocals@me.com
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
Drew Kirkman • Jaketenor@yahoo.com

Heralds of Harmony on Twitter • @TampaHoH
Barbershop Harmony Society (BHS) or (SPEBSQSA) • www.barbershop.org
HarmonetLite • http://groups.yahoo.com/group/HarmonetLite
The original Harmonet • http://groups.yahoo.com/group/bbshop
Finale Reader Software • www.finalemusic.com/reader/
The Heralds of Harmony Chorus is committed to making its programs and
performances accessible to everyone. If you have any questions about
participation and access, please contact Paul Stiles at 813-624-2600.

Received this newsletter from a friend and want to subscribe
to the Heralds of Harmony email list? Click here!
http://eepurl.com/cezuZf

© Heralds of Harmony. Information and artwork in this
bulletin can not be reproduced
without the written permission of the Heralds of Harmony.

